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From Scarlatti to "Guantanamera":
Dual Tonicity in Spanish and Latin
American Musics
PETER MANUEL

T

the

chordprogressionto the familiarCubansong "Guantanamera"

might seem the epitome of common-practicesimplicity,consisting of
an uninterruptedharmonic ostinato in the apparentpattern I-IV-V
(typically,C-F-G). As any Cuban musicianknows, however, this song-and
many others like it-traditionally and properlyconcludes with a cadence not
on the "tonic" C chord, but on the "dominant"G. A guitaristfriendof mine
who plays club dates with diverse bands discovered this on the job one
evening, when performing "Guantanamera"without rehearsalwith some
Latino musicians.At the conclusion of the song he added a vigorous C chord
after the band's final cadential G and found himself reprimanded by the
Cuban bandleader,who exclaimed,"Oh no, don't do that-that's the gringo
way of ending it!"
The ending on the "dominant"chord, farfrom being a mannerismof one
particularsong, is a standardfeatureof an entire corpusof LatinAmericanand
Spanishsong genres, dating back at least to the eighteenth-centurykeyboard
fandangosof Domenico Scarlattiand Antonio Soler.Ratherthan constituting
a mere cadentialidiosyncracy,it is the most salient indicator of a system of
tonality that is somewhat distinct from Western common practice. Properly
understood, it representsa form of dual tonicity emerging from relatedtraditions of modal harmony.
In a previousarticle,I examined a similarmodal harmonicsystem operant
in a set of Mediterraneangenres, notably Andalusianmusic (including flamenco), Greek bouzouki music, Turkishpopular music, and Eastern European idioms like klezmer.1 In the present essay I again commence with
Andalusiantonality,which is relatedbut not identicalto that focused on here;
I then proceed back in history to the Spanishbaroque and from there westward to the Americas.In the process I seek to call attention to this fairlywidespread alternate form of tonicity, to suggest some tentative outlines of its
1. Peter Manuel, "Modal Harmony in Andalusian,EasternEuropean,and TurkishSyncretic
Musics," Yearbook
for TraditionalMusics21 (1989): 70-94.
[JournaloftheAmericanMusicological
2002, vol. 55, no. 2]
Society
? 2002 by the AmericanMusicologicalSociety.All rightsreserved.0003-0139/02/5502-0003$2.00
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evolution, and to argue for the need to reviseconventionalmusicologicaland
theoreticalapproachesto it.
Andalusian

Harmony

The tonal system discussedin this articlecan in some respectsbe seen as a sibling or variantof the better-knownAndalusianor "Phrygian"tonality,which
has been describedin numerous sources and must be consideredhere.2This
tonality appearsto have evolved as a product of the confluence of Gregorian
modality, European common-practice harmony, and most importantly,the
musicallegacy of the Moors (ethnic Arabsand Berbers)who ruled Andalusia
from 711 to 1492. While documentationof Moorish music is scanty,like most
traditionalArab music today it was grounded in a set of modes (maqamat,
sing. maqam), the most importantof which resembledthose in use in modem
Arabmusics.
AndalusianPhrygiantonality reflectsparticularaffinitieswith two popular
and important maqams:Bay4tt and .HijYz.The scalesof these modes, taking
E astonic, areroughlyasfollows ("F'" and "C$"are neutral,half-sharpdegrees):
Bayatz: E F$ G A B C
.Hijaz: E F G# A B C

D e
D e

D
D

C B
C$ B

A
A

G F$ E
G# F E

In both modes, the fourth degree (here, A) functionsas a secondarytonic and
as a relativelystablerestingpitch.
In AndalusianPhrygiantonality,chordal accompanimentplays an important role, but its triadicvocabularyis drawnprimarilyfrom the pitch resources
of the Bayiti and, to some extent, Hijaz modes. In this sense the tonal system
is best seen as a form of modal harmony (quite distinct, however, from medieval European forms). With their neutral intervals "rounded off" downward, these modes generate minor triadson the fourth and seventh degrees
(here, A minor and D minor), and majorones on the second, (lowered) third,
and sixth degrees (F, G, and C). The standarduse of a majortonic triad (i.e.,
E major)ratherthan a minor one suggests affinitieswith the Hijiz mode insofar as it occasionsthe use of the raisedthird in some melodic contexts, affording the characteristicaugmented second intervalof Hijaz. Chords built on the
2. See, for example, ibid.; E. M. Torner, "La cancion tradicionalespainola,"in Folklorey
costumbres
de Espana,ed. F. Carrerasy Candi (Barcelona,1931), 2:7-166, esp. 18-31; J. A. de
Donostia, "El modo de mi en la cancion popularespafol," Anuario musical1 (1946): 153; and
MariusSchneider,"A proposito del influjo arabe,"Anuario musical1 (1946): 31-141.
Readersof Spanishsources should be aware of the potentially confusing Spanish and Latin
Americanmusicologicaltradition of referringto the AndalusianPhrygian ("E") mode and the
"Andalusiancadence"as "Doric,"or more specificallyas the "Greekdescending Dorian scale,"in
accordancewith early Greek and Byzantine (as opposed to Gregorianmedieval) nomenclature.
For the same reasonthe Mixolydian(G) mode is often referredto as "Hypophrygian."
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fifth degree (B) are avoided. Rather, the role of the "dominant" (i.e., the
chord most strongly demanding resolution to the tonic) is played by chords
on the lower and, more importantly,the upper leading tones to the tonic (D
minor and F). The quintessentialand most basic chord progression, often
referredto as the "Andalusiancadence,"would be Am-G-F-E, which should
be understood not in Westernterms as i-VII-VI-V, but as iv-III-II-I. Thus,
while the iv (A-minor)chord may serveas a temporaryrestingpoint, it remains
subsidiaryto the E chord, which functionsas tonic and finalis.
Certainaffinitiesare notable between, on the one hand, these Arab modes
and their harmonizations,and, on the other, the GregorianPhrygianmode
and its presence in European Renaissanceand Baroque polyphony. Particularly similaris the special prominence and stability-noted, for example, by
Zarlino in 1573-of the fourth degree in the Phrygian mode. While the
Gregorianmodes were of course present in Spain and may have contributed
indirectlyto the development of Andalusiantonality,the Arab modes appear
to have been more importantin this regard.The strongest evidence for their
seminalnaturelies in the fact that while Phrygian-typemodal harmonyessentially died out elsewhere in Europe, the harmonic scheme described here
thrived in preciselythose areas exposed to prolonged Arab or Turkishrule,
and concomitantly to Arab modal influence (Andalusia, Greece, and the
Balkans).Thus the term Phrygiantonality,as used here and by others to describeAndalusianmusic, does not imply identitywith or direct historicallinks
to Gregorianmodal practice.
Phrygian tonality is basic to flamenco, a stylized, elaborated form of
Andalusianmusic cultivated especiallyby professionalgypsy musicians over
the last two centuries.It is particularlyovert in flamenco cantes(song types)
like siguiriyas,bulerias,tangos,and soleares,which, in terms of harmony,generallysit on the Phrygian (but major) tonic, oscillatingwith II and making
occasional forays to iv and thence downward. Even in flamenco, however,
Andalusiantonality coexists with more standardEuropean chordal practices
(such as prevailin other Andalusiangenres like the pasadoble).This sort of
synthesisis perhapsmost overt in the Andalusianfandango,which is of special
relevanceto the alternatetonalityexaminedin this article.
Throughout much of Spain and LatinAmericain the late seventeenthand
eighteenth centuries, the term fandango was applied to any sensual, lively
dance with music accompaniment.The word thus came to denote a wide variety of specific song and dance forms. In Spain, perhapsthe best-known and
most coherent body of these are the members of the Andalusianfandango
familyof song types, which include regional genres such as malaguenas,verdiales,rondefas,granadinas, andfandangos de Huelva. These are perhapsthe
most representativeand popularof Andalusianfolk-song genres, and also constitute, in elaboratedforms, essentialparts of the flamenco repertory.Generally,the Andalusianfandangoalternatessung verses(coplas),accompaniedby
I-IV-V (do-fa-sol) harmonies, with instrumental interludes (ritornellos,
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paseos) consisting primarily of reiterated and ornamented iv-III-II-I
(la-sol-fa-mi) progressions,in the tonal relationshipschematizedin Figure 1.
Thus, simple common-practice tonality is employed in the verses, and
Andalusianmodal harmony in the ritornello,with the F (fa) triad serving as
the modulatorypivot chord (IV in C/do major,and II/fa in E/mi Phrygian).
As noted above and discussed in my earlier essay, Andalusian Phrygian
tonality bears close affinitiesto other Mediterraneansystems of modal harmony (Greek, Turkish, and Eastern European), which represent similar
confluences of Middle Eastern modality and European chordal practices.
Although Andalusian modal harmony also surfaces in various HispanicderivedNew World genres, more germane to the topic of this articleis a related vernaculartonality,firstdocumented in a stylized baroquevariantof the
fandango,to which we may now turn.

Courtly Fandangos of the Eighteenth Century
The classicalmusic establishmentflourishingin eighteenth-centurySpain reflected a certain ambivalencetoward local popularmusics. On the one hand,
elite and clericalmoralistsrepeatedlydenounced "vulgar"dances like the fandango, and some of the country'sFrench Bourbon rulershad a distinctdisinterestin plebeianforms of Spanishmusic. Nevertheless,the Spanishpublic as a
whole was infatuated with the new folk-song and dance genres, especially
those coming from the New World,such as the chacona,pasacalle,zarabanda,
and-also possiblyin this category-the fandango. Hence it is not surprising
that several courtly composers cultivated stylized and elaborated forms of
these genres, which in fact went on to enjoy illustriouscareersin the hands of
J. S. Bach, Mozart, and others. Particularlycelebrated in the eighteenthcentury repertoryare the harpsichordsonatasof Domenico Scarlatti,who although Italian-born,lived in Spain as a court musician from 1729 until his
death in 1757, spending the first four of those years in Seville, Andalusia.
CharlesBurneynotes that Scarlatti"imitatedthe melody of tunes sung by carriers,muleteers and common people."3Accordingly,his sonatas contain several featuresreminiscentof Spanishvernacularmusics, including lively triple
meters and guitaristicpedal points and strummingpatterns.While the pieces
presentno overt use of Andalusiantonalityper se, there are extended passages
in minor oscillatingbetween V and VI (see, e.g., K. 492), a few instancesof
what Ralph Kirkpatrickcalls "collapsed"Andalusiancadences (within essentiallytonal frameworks),and other Phrygian-typecadences on the dominant
which serve to establishmodulationsto that key at the close of firstsections.4
3. Quoted in Malcolm Boyd, Domenico Scarlatti-Master of Music (New York:Schirmer
Books, 1986), 181.
4. See Ralph Kirkpatrick,DomenicoScarlatti (Princeton:Princeton UniversityPress, 1953),
221,235-36.
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ritornello

(chords): II:AmG F E:ll C F C G7 C F E I:Am G F E11 (etc.)
II I 1 iv III II I :
E Phrygian: 11iv III II I :11
I
I
I
V7
IV
IV
Cmajor:
la sol fa mi
la sol fa mi do fa do sol do fa mi
Figure1 Fandangoharmonicscheme

Most relevanthere are the variouscontemporarypieces of clearlyvernacular origin that oscillatebetween two chords, in the configurationof Am-E or,
more commonly, Dm-A. Particularlyremarkablein these pieces is the finalcadence on the "dominant,"which we have noted in the otherwise somewhat
distinct "Guantanamera."The largestand most important category of pieces
with this structurecomprisesthe eighteenth-centuryfandangosof Spanishor
Spanish-based keyboard and vihuela composers. Such composers include
PadreAntonio Soler (1729-1783), Santiagode Murcia(ca. 1682-?), and evidently Scarlatti, if he is indeed the author of the "Fandango de Signore
Scarlate"that surfacedin a Spanishmonasteryin 1984. (For convenience we
shallreferto this sonata as being by Scarlatti;its precise authorshipis less important than the fact that it is one of severaltypicalpieces of its genre.)5
While we need not describethese "fandangosde autor" in detail here, we
may brieflynote some of their recurringfeatures,which have been ably discussed by Judith Etzion.6 These pieces are quite stereotypicaland can clearly
be regardedas stylized and elaboratedversions of a popular dance form that
would have been accompaniedby guitar or vihuela, often with castanetsand
other percussioninstruments.In such nonelite contexts, the guitaristwould
continue the "la-mi" ostinato with as many variations(diferencias,falsetas) as
time and imagination would admit. The keyboard fandangos of Soler and
others retain this loose, improvisatory,and clearlynonteleological character
(which, together with other features,stronglysuggests an Afro-Latinorigin).7
Most of the pieces use the A-Dm ostinato in fasttriplemeter,perhapswith an
occasional digression into a relative major key; they then conclude on the
"dominant"A-major chord, as in the Soler final cadence (Ex. 1). The later,
derivative fandangos of Mozart (Le nozze de Figaro, act 2 finale) and
5. For a discussionof the attributionto Scarlatti,see RafaelPuyana,"Influenciasibericasy aspectos por investigaren la obra paradave de Domenico Scarlatti,"in Espanaen la musicade occidente (Madrid, 1985), 2:53. Quite possibly the piece representsan admirer'srecollection of a
fandangoas playedby Scarlatti.
6. Judith Etzion, "The Spanish Fandango from Eighteenth-Century 'Lasciviousness'to
Nineteenth-CenturyExoticism,"Anuario musical48 (1993): 229-50. See the appendix,"Some
Observationson the MusicalStyle of the Eighteenth-CenturyFandango,"243-50.
7. Regardingthe possible Afro-Latinorigin of the fandango, see Jose Luis Navarro Garcia,
Semillasde ibano:El elementonegroyafroamericanoen el baileflamenco(Seville:PortadaEditorial,
[1998?]), 199-216.
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Example 1 Antonio Soler, "Fandango,"conclusion

L.D.

Boccherini (Fourth Guitar Quintet, rearrangedfrom his String Quintet Op.
40, no. 2), who resided in Spain from 1767 to 1805, adhere to this general
scheme (including the theme in Example 1). More firmlyensconced in mainstreamWesternart music as they were, however,they conclude on the "tonic"
minor key.8
The relation of these stylized fandangos to the common Andalusianfandangos describedabove is unclear.Miguel Angel BerlangaFernmndez,noting
the general absence of the "copla"-likepassagesthat make up the core of the
Andalusianfandango,opines that they constitute courtlyversionsof a distinct,
predominantlyinstrumentalfandangotradition,such as has been documented
in Valencia.9But at least one keyboardfandango, that of Felix Maximo L6pez
(1742-1821), while based primarilyon the Dm-A ostinato, does in fact contain a copla-typepassage,with the aforementionedI-IV-V harmonicscheme.10
This correlation,aside from documenting the antiquityof this pattern, suggests that the two fandango traditions-and their distinctiveforms of tonality
-were not unrelated.
One of severalintriguingaspectsof these pieces-and the one focused on
in this essay-is the ambiguity of their tonicity. This ambiguity is presented
most explicitlyby the conventional ending on the "dominant."Difficult to
reconcilewith Westerncommon practice,it is, as I shall argue, a reflectionof
8. Similarly,Susan McClary observes how Bizet assimilatedhis coloristicuses of Andalusian
harmony in Carmen to European Romantic tonality (GeorgesBizet: Carmen [Cambridge:
CambridgeUniversityPress, 1992], 55).
9. Miguel Angel BerlangaFernndez, Bailes de candil andalucesy fiesta de verdiales:Otra
visionde losfandangos(Malaga:Centro de Edicionesde la Diputacion de Malaga,2000), 182-84.
10. This piece is recorded by Andreas Staier on Variacionesdelfandango espanol,Teldec
3984-21468-2 (1999).
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the sense in which these pieces are based on a distinct sort of tonality.Most
commentatorshave not adopted this view, however, preferringinstead to attempt to rationalizethe anomalyby variousmeans.The apparentlackof a final
cadence in the Scarlattisuggests to Malcolm Boyd that the score is incomplete: "A feature of the fandango as a dance is its absence of cadences, and
Scarlatti'sexample,as it has come down to us, lackseven a finalcadence, coming to an abruptstop on the dominant chord, at the very end of the bar;the
source is possiblyincomplete."" Kirkpatrick,for his part, refersenigmatically
to the "unstated" tonic chord implicit in some of Scarlatti'sPhrygian cadences.12In a related but differentinterpretation,the liner notes to a recording of Scarlatti'sfandango assert, "The lack of a closing chord positively
encouragesthe continuation of the piece ad libitum."'3Craig Russell, in his
generallyinformativeand scholarlystudy of the music of Santiagode Murcia,
offers a similarperspectiveon such fandangos and their "dominant"-chord
endings:
Severalmusicaltraitsrecurin the majorityof thefandangos.Harmoniesalternate betweenthe tonic minorand dominantchords(i-V-i-V). Significantly,
the phrasesendsuspendedon the dominantharmonywithno resolutionto the
tonic.... The resultingfeelingis one of melodicspinningand spinning;the
chordsseemto unravel,neverquitetyingthemselvesinto a cadentialclose.14
Carryingon a traditionof "revising"such works, as did AlessandroLongo
with Scarlatti'ssonatas,Russelladds a bracketedconcluding D-minor chord to
his edition of Murcia'sfandango,which in the originalended on A major.15A
subsequent commercial recording of this fandango, following Russell's edition, performsthe piece with this "new improved"ending.16A similartonal
concluding coda is also added to the currentpublishededition of Soler'sfandango. The editor explainsin his introduction: "The piece concludes, in the
manuscriptmeasure463, with the dominant chord of A major.Due to this,
we feel the first part, or introduction, measures 1-24 [ending on D minor],
should be repeated,as they lend a finalizationto the piece."17 The editor goes
on to note, however, that the A-major conclusion was clearlydeliberateon
Soler's part, as evidenced by the conventional annotation "L.D." (Laus Deo
[Glory to God]) at the end of the manuscript.As with Murcia'sfandango,
11. Boyd, DomenicoScarlatti,193.
12. Kirkpatrick,DomenicoScarlatti,221.

13. JukkaTiensuu,linernotes to TheFrivolous
trans.SusanSinisalo,Ondine
Harpsichord,
ODE 891-2 (1999),4.
14. CraigRussell,Santiagode Murcia's"CodiceSaldivarNo. 4":A Treasuryof SecularGuitar

Mexico(UrbanaandChicago:University
of IllinoisPress,1995), 1:52.
Musicfrom
Baroque
15. Ibid.,2:142.

16. Jacaras! Eighteenth Century Spanish Baroque Guitar Music of Santiago de Murcia,

Harmonia
Mundi907212 (1998).
17. P.SamuelRubio,introduction
to PadreAntonioSoler,"Fandango:
Revisi6ny transcripci6n"(Madrid:
UnionMusicalEdiciones,1972).
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some current recordings of this piece employ the "corrected" D-minor
ending.18
The Cuban musiciancited in the opening of this articlewould no doubt refer to this as the "gringo way of ending it," and I would concur, arguingfurther that all the interpretationsquoted above are erroneous.I differfrom such
scholarsas Boyd in a spirit of respect, taking as inspirationhis own call for
further analysis of Scarlatti'smusic from the perspective of one versed in
Andalusianfolk music.19Such a perspective,as well as internalfeaturesin the
pieces, shows that the Scarlattiscore is not incomplete, that the cadences are
quite conclusivein their own way, and further,that these pieces involve a distinct type of dual tonicitywherein simpleWesternpolaritiesof tonic and dominant do not apply.(Nor need performersattemptto renderthe finalcadences
in an inconclusivemanner.) I would thus endorse the viewpoint of Spanish
musicologistBerlangaFernandez:the pieces cannot be regardedas ending on
the dominant, since such an analysisassumesthat they are tonal, which they
are not.20
Rather,these fandangosmust be understood in the context of other forms
of Spanish and especiallyAndalusianmusic-including the Andalusianfandango forms-that employ the distinctand well-documented Phrygianmodal
harmony.It is true that, as mentioned above, the tonality of the courtly fandangos is not identical to Andalusian/Phrygian tonality; the archetypical
iv-III-II-I/la-sol-fa-mi progressionoccursinfrequentlyin these fandangos,21
and the major (mi) chord does not enjoy quite the same clear,overwhelming
modal tonicity that it does, for example, in flamenco canteslike siguiriyas.
Nevertheless,the links between the two traditions(as evident, for instance,in
the Maximo L6pez fandango) do suggest structuralaffinities. Thus, to an
Andalusianor one accustomed to that region's music, for a piece oscillating
between D minor and A majorto end on the A is entirelysatisfactoryand con18. For example, Sophie Yates'srecording Fandango:Scarlatti in Iberia, Chaconne CHAN
0635 (1998). The original conclusion of this piece can be heard on Variacionesdelfandango
espanol.
19. "A thorough study of Scarlatti'sindebtedness to Andalusianfolk-music might tell us as
much about his harmony as about the rhythms and melodic inflections of his music" (Boyd,
Domenico Scarlatti, 180). For one approach along these lines, see Jane Clark, "Domenico
Scarlattiand Spanish Folk Music," Early Music 4 (1976): 19-21. Also relevant is Manuel de
Falla'sassertionthat "once the techniques used in what we today call flamenco are understood,
they revealScarlatti'sharmonyas farless complicated,and indeed farless original,than has always
been believed"(quoted in John Brando Trend, Manuel de Falla and SpanishMusic [New York:
A. A. Knopf, 1929], 19-20).
20. BerlangaFernandez, Bailesde candil, 184. As Thomas Christensennotes, "In searching
for the origins of harmonictonality,the historianmust be carefulnot to fall into the trapof fallacious geneticism by anachronisticallyinterpretingsome music event or theoreticalformulationin
the light of later tonal theory" ("The SpanishBaroque Guitarand Seventeenth-CenturyTriadic
Theory,"Journal of MusicTheory36 [1992]: 1-42, at 1). Regardingthe folia, see also CarlDahlhaus, Studieson the Origin of Harmonic Tonality,trans.Robert O. Gjerdingen(Princeton:Princeton UniversityPress, 1990), 103.
21. See Etzion, "The SpanishFandango,"249, for one instanceof its occurrence.
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clusive.E. M. Tomer, who discussesthis point at length, writes, "This ending
is felt as naturalby Andalusiansin final cadences of songs, and provokes no
yearning for any more decisive conclusion, as would occur to the European
ear."22By extension, as I discussbelow, these fandangossharesuch structural
featureswith LatinAmericangenres such as the Venezuelanjoropo,with their
perceivedly"i-iv-V" chordalostinatoscadencingconclusivelyon the "V."
The dual tonicity of these pieces is suggested not only by their conclusions,
but also by internalcharacteristics.
Most notable is the way in which they stress
the major so-called dominant chord over the supposed tonic (D minor).
Although the "tonic-dominant"nomenclatureis inapplicable,Etzion's analysis is in other respectsacute:
Thedominant... constitutesthepivotalharmonicfunction(asis alsotypicalof
manySpanishpopularsongs),due to its stressedpositionin the phrasalstructureas well as to its frequentharmonicreinforcement
(e.g., bassprogressions
of D G G#A andD G#A, or an ascendingbasslineleadingto the dominant).
The tonic,by comparison,
is oftenweakenednot onlyby its unaccentedplacement,butalsobyits invertedchordalpositionsof lessresolutearticulation.23
Etzion also points out how the gravitationtoward the "dominant"is further
enhanced by the recurringmotive of the melodic figure descending to the C#
(or its transposed equivalent). These features (including the descending
melody involving an excursusto a G-minor chord) are evident in the excerpt
of the Scarlattifandangopresentedin Example2.
One might furthernote that the A chord in the Dm-A ostinato is seldom
an unstableA dominant seventh, but is ratheran unalteredmajor triad. The
arpeggiatedA in Soler's bass ostinato (see Ex. 1) is typical(the G concluding
the firstbarbeing easilyheardas a nonharmonicescapetone). That patterninvites comparisonwith the fandango ostinato in Example 3 (presented in A
Phrygian),often heard a century ago, and revived-or for flamencopurposes,
killed-by Lecuona'suse of it in his impressionistic"Malagueiia"of 1929. In
this examplethe Phrygian/Andalusiantonic is A major.Accordingly,it should
by now be clear that the D-minor and A-major chords in the keyboardfandangos cannot be labeledas simplytonic (i) and dominant (V). But we should
also hesitateto interpretthem as (Phrygian)subdominant(iv) and tonic (I), as
they would be in Andalusiantonality,which is not operantin the same fashion
here. Rather,the D-minor and A-majorchords are best understood as having
their own kind of strengthand stability,with the A-majorby convention being
slightlymore conclusiveand stable. Instead of oscillatingbetween a reposeful
"tonic" and an unstable "dominant"chord, these ostinatos are better seen as
swinging,pendulum-like,between two competing tonal centers.24
22. Tomer, "Lacancion tradicionalespafiola,"19. All translationsfrom the Spanishare mine.
23. Etzion, "The SpanishFandango,"244.
24. Such tonal ambiguity is also commented upon by Spanish musicologist Josep Crivillei
Bargallo,who writes of Andalusianfolk melodies: "There is no shortage of examples in which
the modal-tonal distinctionis hard to delimit, nor of those that traversetwo distinct tonalitiesor
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Example 2
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A certainsort of evidencefor dual tonicityis providedby the very existence
of fandangos, prominently those of Mozart and Boccherini, that do in fact
conclude on the "tonic" D minor (or its transposedvariant),in accordance
with the mainstreamEuropean orientation of these composers. Since their
fandangos resemble in other ways-including style, structure,and themesthe Spanish keyboard counterparts,it makes little sense to regard them as
based on wholly distincttonalitiessimply becausetheir final chords are different. Naturally,an Andalusianand a Western European might well hear the
Dm-A harmonicostinatoswith differentsensibilities,and each might prefera
differentfinal chord. As an Americanwho plays and listens extensivelyto flamenco and Latin Americanmusics, I can go either way; each chord has its
own sense of repose, and I find either one satisfactoryin a final cadence.
Moreover,the choice of chord for the finalcadence does not necessarilyaffect
my retrospectiveperception of a given piece, although my earshave certainly
been conditioned by the common convention of concluding on the "domiproceed in major and minor within the same tonal climate. Further, the melodies that present
themselvesas in a majortonalitytend to end on the third or fifth degree" (Elfolkloremusical,vol.
7 of Historia de la mu'sicaespanola,ed. Pablo L6pez de Osaba [Madrid:AlianzaMfisica, 1983],
319).
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Example 3 Traditionalfandango/malaguefiaostinato

nant." I strongly suspect that composers like Soler and Maximo Gomez had
similarbimusicality,as do Andalusiansin general.Thus, most of Soler'smusic
is unambiguouslytonal and Western, but when he sat down to compose the
fandango, he adopted the tonal sensibilitycharacteristicof that genre. (As we
have seen, this bimusicalityis implicit in the Andalusianfandango itself, with
its juxtapositionof common-practiceand Andalusiantonalities.)
Such ambiguity,it must be noted, is presenteven within flamenco and Andalusianmodal harmony,and, as with the courtly fandangos,it can ultimately
be tracedin part to the function of the fourth degree as a secondarytonal center in the Arab .Hijazand Bayati modes. Thus, for example-reverting to the
key of E Phrygian-the E (mi) chord in a flamenco-stylefandangois occasionally embellishedwith flat ninths and sevenths, which make it function as an
unstable"V of iv" chord demandingresolutionto A minor (even if that chord
generallyproceeds down to E). To furthercomplicatematters,one occasionally encounters flamenco fandangos-especially elaborated,"song"-likeones
on commercial recordings-containing refrainlikeinterludes (escobillos)that
conclude (even in finalcadences)on the A-minor "subdominant."The tonally
flexible Andalusianear does not hear such endings as inherently unsatisfactory25 Indeed, this variabilityfurtherillustratesthe inapplicabilityof standard
"tonic"and "dominant"designations.
Dual Tonicity in the European Baroque
While the particularform of dual tonicity discussedin this articleis in many
respects unique to certain Spanish and Latin American musics, it has clear
affinities-and possiblya degree of filialrelationship-with harmonicpractices
in other Europeanvernacularand classicalmusics. Pendularharmonyin itself
is not unique to Spain;as Peter Van der Merwe notes, harmonicoscillationis
common in severalkinds of vernacularWesternand non-Westernmusic, past
and present. Most of these, however, swing between relativelycleartonic and
nontonic antipodes, as do some of the instancesof "double tonic" proposed
25. More purelyPhrygiancanteslikesiguiriyasand soleares,however,would never end on the
minor iv chord. Further,the presenceof "dominant"-styleseventhsand ninths does not necessarily indicateinstabilityin flamenco, since their use is standardin Phrygiantonic chords in bulerias,
tangos,and other cantes.Nevertheless,unambiguousi-iv-V minor tonalityis not only recognized
but clearlydistinctin flamenco, as it is in buleriasrenderedin "A minor" (la menor),which would
cadence on that chord.
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by that author.26More relevant for our purposes are the variety of ways in
which modal practiceswere involved in the coalescence of common-practice
harmony during the Renaissanceand Baroque, as Carl Dahlhaus and others
have discussed.27In particular,certainvestigialchordalconventions associated
with the Phrygian mode allowed harmonizationsof such melodies to conclude on E, the Phrygianmodal tonic but the common-practice"dominant."
This practicepersistedinto the music of J. S. Bach, accordingto Joel Lester,
whose comments on Bach's settings of Ach Gott, vom Himmel sieh' darein
(Cantata153) areparticularlyapt:
Even more problematic[to analysis]are those Phrygianchoraleharmonizationsthatseemto be in minorkeys,but whose structureseemsto be framed
not by the minortonictriadbut by the dominant....
. . . Bachconcludesthe finalcadenceof [thischorale's]melodyon the apparentdominantof the key.Perhapsinsteadof thinkingof the openingharmonyas a dominant,he conceivedof the openingandconcludingharmonies
as being the conclusivechords in the Phrygianmode.... Are the norms of har-

monic directionality
leadingfrom dominantto tonic reversedhere?That is,
does the "minortonic"chorddrivetowardthe "majordominant"ratherthan
the otherwayaround?28
Lester goes on to cite the 1767 comments of theorist AndreasSorge, which
indicatehow this sort of tonal ambiguityor implicit dual tonicity was declining with the consolidationof common-practiceharmony:
Phrygianis no otherkeythanourA minor,onlywith the difference,thatthe
dominantchorde g-sharph beginsand ends, as the choraleAch Gott,vom
Himmelsieh'dareinillustrates.
of beNowadayswe canstillusethismannerism
ginningand endingwith the dominantchord, especiallyin those piecesin
which a concerto,symphony,or sonatadoes not fullyconclude,as happens
with the Andante.This type of ending awakensa desireto hearsomething
additional.29
Despite the affinitiesof this type of Phrygianending with the dual tonicity of
the keyboardfandango, the differencesareperhapsmore significant.As Sorge
indicates,in mainstreamEuropeanmusic by his time the Phrygianending was
a vestigialmannerismthat no longer provided a satisfactorysense of conclu26. While Van der Merwe cites the folk song "Donald MacGillavry"and the passamezzoantico pattern (as used in "Greensleeves")as examples of bitonality,the sense of a single predominant tonicity in these pieces is self-evident.See his Originsof the PopularStyle:TheAntecedentsof
Twentieth-Century
PopularMusic(Oxford: ClarendonPress, 1989), 205-12.
27. Dahlhaus, Origin of Harmonic Tonality.
28. Joel Lester, Between Modesand Keys:German Theory,1592-1802 (Stuyvesant, N.Y.:
Pendragon Press, 1989), 157-59. As Richard Hudson pointed out to me in correspondence,
other choralesettings of Bach's (includingnumbers 19, 32, and 38 in his Orgelbchlein) also conclude on V.
29. Andreas Sorge, Anleitung zur Fantasie (Lobenstine, 1767); quoted in Lester, Between
Modesand Keys,160.
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sion. More significantly,the spiritand structureof a choralesetting like Bach's,
with its long-winded, through-composed melodic and chordal progression,
are entirelydifferentfrom those of the fandango de autor,with its simple, indefinitely repeated chordal ostinato. These differences further reinforce the
likelihood that the particularharmonicidiosyncraciesof the fandango and related genres were distinctivelySpanish (and Latin American)entities derived
more from Moorish-informed Andalusian modal harmony than from
Gregorianmodality.
Tracing the evolution of such harmonic practices is even more difficult
in genres that effectivelyoscillate between two major triads, also in "tonicdominant" configuration but concluding, like the courtly fandango, on the
"dominant."Prominentin this regardare forms of the earlyzarabanda (sarabande), which, after evidently emerging in New Spain (Mexico), became a
widely popularsong and dance genre in Spainin the early 1600s.30The early
Spanish zarabanda generally employed a chordal ostinato that Richard
Hudson, in his erudite analyses,interpretsas I-IV-I-V; see the 1674 zarabanda by GasparSanz, which reiteratesa D-G-D-A pattern, in Example 4.
Insofaras we may assumethat the piece would in fact eventuallyconclude on
the A, however, the designation of that chord as the dominant may be problematic, as it is in other contemporarypieces with apparentlysimilarchordal
conclusions.31Rather, such pieces would appearto exhibit a sort of majorchord counterpartto the dual tonicity of the keyboardfandango,which resists
simple tonic-dominant interpretation. Conceivably, this sense of tonality
might have derived from the traditionof Mixolydian-typemelodies in Spain,
which are found in the thirteenth-centuryCantigas de AlfonsoX as well as
some Renaissance-erasongs.32Unlike Andalusianharmony,however, this sort
of Mixolydiandual tonicity appearsto have long since died out in Spain,just
as it disappearedfrom the sarabandeas that genre moved into the orbit of
30. For the earlyhistory of the sarabande,see Robert Stevenson, "The Sarabande:A Dance
of American Descent," Inter-AmericanMusic Bulletin 30 (1962): 1-13. The early sarabande's
syncopated, hemiola-based ostinato suggests possible Afro-Latin origin, as does the fact that
Zarabandawas a Congolese spiritworshiped by slaves in Cuba and elsewhere. However, some
lesserBasquedialectscontain the word zarabandatu,meaning "to swing."
31. For other pieces also ending on "V," see the chaconasof Luis de Bricenioand Nicolas
Vallet (vol. 4, nos. 62 and 94) and some of the passacalles(vol. 3, nos. 75a and b) in Richard
Hudson, comp., TheFolia, the Saraband,thePassacaglia,and the Chaconne:TheHistoricalEvolution of FourFormsthat Originatedin Musicfor theFive-CourseSpanishGuitar (Rome: American
Institute of Musicology, 1982). Harmonic analysisof such pieces is problematizednot only by
the ambiguitiesregardingthe actualending chords (which may not have been notated), but also
by the existence of otherwise similarpieces, such as Ruiz de Ribayaz'sharp zarabanda (vol. 2,
no. 102), which conclude on I. I am gratefulto Hudson for pointing out such mattersin correspondence with me.
32. See, for example, Felipe Pedrell, Cancioneromusicalpopularespanol(1918-22), 4th ed.
(Barcelona:Boileau, 1958), 1:34; Crivillei Bargallo,Elfolkloremusical 311; and Antonio Alvarez
Cafiibano, ed., La misica en Espaia (Arte religiosoy arte profano) (Madrid:Centro de Documentaci6nMusical, 1993), 202.
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GasparSanz, "Zarabanda"
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mainstreamEuropean baroque music. It has, nevertheless,thrived alongside
its minor/Phrygian twin in the realm of Latin Americanmusic, to which we
may now turn.
Latin American Counterparts
In my aforementioned article I argued that Andalusian/Phrygian tonality
must be seen as one component of a set of interrelatedMediterraneanand
Balkantraditionsof modal harmony.Similarly,the tonal system of the courtly
fandangosis part of a pan-regionalentity, having closely related counterparts
in Latin America.Insofar as this system may be of Andalusianderivation,its
existencein LatinAmericais not surprising,since Andalusianswere disproportionately well representedamong Spanishimmigrantsto the New World, in
some regions constituting over half. Furthermore,the musicalexchanges between New and Old Worldswere hardlyunidirectional;as mentioned above,
genres like the chacona,zarabanda, and possibly the fandango itself appear
to have been of Latin American (and perhapsAfro-Latin)origin. Most such
genres consisted of chordal ostinatos over syncopated (especially hemiola)
rhythms. The use of harmonic ostinatos, while not necessarilyentailing a
modal harmonic basis, certainly distinguished these genres from the more
through-composed, goal-oriented chord progressions of mainstream
Europeanmusic.
Andalusian/Phrygiantonality itself occurs in a number of Latin American
songs (e.g., the Mexicansonhuasteco"LaMalaguenia")and genres, such as the
Cuban punto. Punto is the generic term for Cuban stylesof singing decimas(a
ten-line Spanishverse form). There are severalregional melodies (tonadas),
most of which alternatevocal passageswith ritornellosplayed on guitarlike
instruments. One of these, called tonada espanola ("Spanish melody"), is
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essentiallyPhrygian and indeed bears more than a passing similarityto the
Andalusianfandango.33
Although we shall return to the punto, Andalusiantonality per se is of less
interest to us here than the sort of dual tonicity found in the courtly fandangos. Fandangoswhose themes and structureare essentiallyidenticalto those
keyboardpieces can in fact be found in Latin America,performed, for example, by brassbandsin Oaxaca,Mexico.34Yetpursuingthe trailof the fandango
by that name in LatinAmericapresents,if not exactlya dead end, a hopelessly
jumbled set of options, since the termfandango was appliedthroughout that
region, as it was in Spain,to all mannerof livelysong-and-dancegenres.
More relevanthere is the abundance of similargenres that, like the keyboard fandangos, oscillate ambiguously between a minor chord and its
apparent"dominant"(e.g., Dm-A), and conclude dramaticallyon the latter
(A). Particularlyprominent in this category are genres of the Hispanic
CaribbeanBasin such as the Venezuelanjoropo,and severalsongs (e.g., "El
Cascabel")of the related sonjarochogenre of Veracruz,Mexico. Such songs,
although bearingthe noted affinitywith the keyboardfandango, differin that
their chordalostinatosinclude an intermediate"subdominant"chord, usually
in the following pattern (or transposed forms thereof, generally strummed
8||:Dm I Gm I AIA:lI

These songs, like the fandangos,pose their own sort of challengeto analysis. The chord progression,although atypicalof Andalusian/Phrygiantonality,
shareswith that system, as well as with that of the court fandangos, the inevitableconcluding cadence on the A chord, which thus cannot unproblematically be called the dominant. The latter nomenclature,however, is followed
by LatinAmericanmusicologistssuch as the VenezuelanLuis Felipe Ram6ony
Rivera,who interpretthe progression as i-iv-V rather than iv-vii-I. Nevertheless, Ramon y Rivera acknowledges the modal characterof the typical
melodies, in both their phrasing and their ambitus from A to A an octave
higher.35Such features, together with the ending and the affinities with
Andalusianmusic, indicate that we are again facing a pendularoscillationbetween two chordalantipodesof relativelyequal-although perhapsnot qualitativelyidentical-weight, with an ambiguousminor chord in between.
33. Cuban musicologistMariaTeresaLinaresargues,somewhatinconclusively,that the punto
in general derives from the fandango (El punto cubano [Santiago de Cuba: Editorial Oriente,
1999], 26-36). A tonada espanolamay be heard in part 1 of the film Routes of Rlythm (prod.
Eugene Rosow and Howard Dratch, 1989). I am gratefuilto Yavet Boyadjiev for calling this
tonada to my attention.
34. One such piece can be found on the compact disc Al Fandango, by the Hermanos
Angulo band, Alfa RecordsCDAR-1008/19 (1999).
35. Luis Felipe Ramon y Rivera, La musicafolklkricade Venezuela(Caracas:Monte Avila
Editores, 1969), 54, 59-60, 64-65.
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Considerationof genres like the joropoobliges discussion of a closely related set of Latin American songs and genres, which differ only in that the
chords aremajor,as in this patternor variantsthereof:
6 11:
D I G IA IA:11
Many songs and genres in this category can be regarded as harmonically
"major"twins to the songs in the last set. Among them are the Venezuelan
galeron, the Colombian torbellino,and Mexican sonesjarochossuch as "La
Bamba"(at least as renderedin traditionalstyle). Severalcreole Cuban genres
of primarilyHispanic derivation,including the zapateo, the punto libre, and
guajiras like "Guantanamera,"also fall into this category.All of these feature
what would be straightforwardI-IV-V chordal ostinatos, except that they
almostinvariablyend on the "V" chord.
The zapateois an archaicdance associated,as its name suggests, with percussivefootwork;it was generallyplayed on a stringedinstrumentsuch as the
mandolin-likelaud. Example 5 shows some typicalphrasesand the conventional finalcadence.36As with the last set of genres, while the chordalconfiguration might seem to be a simple I-IV-V ostinato, the final cadence (despite
its sustainedC) and the one-octave melodic ambituson G both suggest a kind
of modality,in this case Mixolydian.These featuresareeven more pronounced
in the punto librestyle of decima singing, in which free-meteredverses alternate with instrumentalritomellosin triplemeter, as schematizedin the excerpt
in Example6.37 In this genre, one need not wait until the end of the song for
the cadence on G; rather,it is reiteratedin internalcadences that punctuate
two- and four-line segments of the decima. (Nor, for that matter, need one
seek out obscure folkloricrecordings, as one must with the zapateo,to hear
punto libre;the genre is broadcastseveraltimes weekly from Havana radio
stations and is performed regularly in Miami and New Jersey by CubanAmericanenthusiasts.)
Finally,these modal characteristicsalso typifythe guajira, a term denoting
"country"-stylesongs (whether urban or ruralin origin) especiallypopularin
the first half of the twentieth century. The familiarsong "Guantanamera,"
composed around 1940 and subsequently popularized internationally, is
representative. While acculturated renditions of this song-especially by
non-Cubans-might featurethe C-major"gringo"ending mentioned above,
36. Pieces such as this could be notated in either 6/8 or 3/4. The voicings of the finalchord
by the laud (or a similarinstrument)may vary.A zapateowith these featurescan be heard on La
musicadelpueblode Cuba, EGREM LD 3441 (n.d.). ArgeliersLeon presentsa similarexcerpt as
typicalof the Cuban puntoguajira, in Del cantoy el tiempo(Havana:EditorialLetrasCubanas,
1984), 112. The phrasesrecurin these and other interrelatedCuban campesinogenres.
37. As in the previousexample, the chord voicings should be taken as approximateand variable, and either a 6/8 or 3/4 meter could be indicated. For a full transcriptionof a punto libre
decima, see Peter Manuel, with Kenneth Bilby and Michael Largey, Caribbean Currents:
CaribbeanMusicfromRumba to Reggae (Philadelphia:Temple UniversityPress, 1996), 31.
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Example 5 Zapateophrases
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the song would traditionallyend more or less as shown in Example 7. As in
the punto libreand zapateo(which have many featuresin common), the ambitus essentiallycomprisesa Mixolydiandescent from G (here, with an A appoggiatura) to G an octave lower. Accordingly, both Cuban and Venezuelan
musicologists regard such melodies as essentially Mixolydian.38Ram6n y
Riverawrites of this mode as it is used in Venezuelangenres like the galer6n:
"This scale appearsin much music of our country and in generalis linked to
every melody that cadenceson the fifth.... Its melody proceeds by descending turns in the ambitus sol-sol, without accidentals,thus correspondingto
the Hypophrygian[Mixolydian]scale."39
38. For example, Leon, Del cantoy el tiempo,109; and Marta Esquenazi, "Algunos criterios
acercade la forma y estructuraen el canto del campesino cubano," in Ensayosde mu'sicalatinoamericana: Selecciondel boletin de musica de la Casa de las Americas, ed. Clara Hernandez
(Havana:Casade lasAmericas,1982), 255.
39. Ramon y Rivera,La musicafolkloricade Venezuela,54.
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Example 7
C

"Guantanamera"ending
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Ram6n y Riveraassumes, probably correctly,that this modal practicederivesfrom Spain,40and we have noted the Mixolydianmode's presencein medievalIberiansongs and, implicitly,in the earlyzarabanda. Similarly,Chilean
musicologist Maria-EsterGrebe drawsparallelsbetween the presence of the
Mixolydian mode in old folk songs of her country and its occurrence in
sixteenth-century Spanish vihuela music.41 Certainly, early seventeenthcentury zarabandaslike that laternotated by Sanz, when played in their customary fast tempos, would stronglyresemble modern genres like the galeron
in their chordal ostinatos. Even so, we might hesitate to attribute a strictly
peninsularorigin to such a tonality,since the zarabanda appearsto have been
a creole, Afro-LatinNew World invention. Moreover, the Mixolydianmode
has not been widespreadin Spanishfolk music for some time42and has little or
no presence in Andalusianmusic. It is entirely absent from flamenco, and
commentatorshave noted that when flamenco guitaristsperform their own
renditionsof Cubanguajiras, they generallyand "incorrectly"assimilatethem
to common-practicemajor tonality.The Mixolydian dual tonicity described
here may thus representan essentiallyLatinAmericanphenomenon, of which
the seventeenth-centurySpanishzarabanda was an appendageratherthan a
primarysource. Why this particulartonality declined in Spain but took on a
new life in the CaribbeanBasin must be regardedas one of the innumerable
enigmasof diasporicdynamics.

Modal Harmony Meets Modernity: Two Case Studies
The persistenceof a modallyinfluenceddual tonicity until the present is in itself remarkable.Not surprisingly,however, genres using this traditionalpractice have been variouslyaffected by modernity,with its attendantprocessesof
urbanization,westernization,and commercialization.Genres like the zapateo
have all but perished;others, like the punto, continue but have been marginalized; and in acculturated(and especiallycommercial) renditions, songs like
"LaBamba"and "Guantanamera"
have adopted Western-stylefinalcadences.
Yet modernity also brings with it phenomena-especially nationalismand a
40. Ibid.
41. Maria-EsterGrebe, "Modalityin SpanishRenaissanceVihuelaMusic and ArchaicChilean
11 (1967): 326-42.
Folksongs:A ComparativeStudy,"Ethnomusicology
42. BerlangaFemrnandez,
Bailesde candil, 184.
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commercial music industry omnivorously seeking raw material-that can in
some cases breathe new life into vestigial idioms. While an exhaustivetreatment of this topic is outside the scope of the present article,we may briefly
look at two quite different but distinctivelymodern adaptationsof the harmonic practicediscussedhere, from the realms of art and commercialdance
music.
The first of these is from the music of Amadeo Roldan (1900-1939), a
Cuban composer of considerableoriginalityand brilliance.Trainedin Madrid
and inspired by the primitivistworks of Stravinskyand others, he, together
with his contemporaryAlejandroGarciaCaturla,fostered a dynamicform of
Cuban musicalnationalismby turning to local musics for inspiration.43
While
Roldan,like Caturla,was especiallyfascinatedby the rhythmicrichnessof AfroCuban music, a few of his compositions representfree stylizationsof creole
Hispanic-derivedCuban music. Particularlynotable is his Punto criollo,No. 1
(from Dos cancionespopulares
cubanas,1928), a short piece for cello and piano
in which he evokes some of the quaint and rustic flavor of the punto while
consciouslyexploiting and exaggeratingthe specificharmonicambiguitieswe
have discussed. Example 8 reproducesonly the last seven bars of this work.
The cello and piano may be seen as replicatingthe functions of the voice and
laud, respectively,in the folk punto; the C Mixolydianmode is evidenced in
the key signatureand the closing cadenceon C. This, of course, is not a simple
C chord, but a Cowellesque clusterthat reflectsboth the enigmatic modality
of the originaland the traditionalconvention (seen in Ex. 6 above) of enriching the finalchord with a sustainedfourth on the open stringof the laud.44
Tonal ambiguitiesalso took on a new life in the Cuban son,which emerged
in the earlytwentieth centuryand soon became the most populardance-music
genre of the island.While in the 1920s and 1930s it was usuallyperformedby
a septet of guitar, the guitarliketres,trumpet, bass, and percussion, by midcentury its ensemble typicallycame to include piano and horn sections. In a
modernized and rearticulatedform, it providedthe structuraland stylisticbasis for the music that has flourishedunder the rubric "salsa"since the 1960s.
The son is often celebratedas a felicitouslybalancedsynthesisof Afro-Cuban
and European-derivedmusicalfeatures.Its syncopatedrhythms,its use of the
bongo and conga, its ostinato-based,call-and-responsesecond section, and its
lyrics evoking black street life ally it with Afro-Cuban music culture. At the
same time, its use of European instruments and harmonies link it with
Western traditions, both jazz and Hispanic. Most of the harmonies of the
son (and for that matter, of salsa)are fairlystraightforward,based on I-IV-V
pillars (in major and minor) that are, from midcentury on, enriched with
sonorities resembling those of jazz and American popular song in general.
43. Although EdgarVarese's1931 Ionisationis invariablycited as being the firstseriouspiece
for percussionensemble, Roldan'spercussionpieces Ritmicas V-VIprecede that work by a year.
44. I am gratefulto Robert Romeo for calling my attention to this piece in a fine term paper
analyzingits harmonies.
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Example 8 Amadeo Roldan, Punto criollo,conclusion
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SpecificallyHispanic influence is perhapsmost overt in the occasionaluse of
Andalusian-type(Am-G-F-E) progressions,which in some earlysongs might
conclude on the PhrygianE tonic, but from midcenturywould be more likely
to end in mainstreamEuro-Americanfashion on the A minor (or its transposed variant).45
Of particularinteresthere are the numerous songs, especiallyfrom the first
half of the century,whose harmonies,as suggested by both finalcadencesand
internalfeatures,reflectthe sort of ambiguoustonicityfocused on in this essay.
Interpretingdosing cadences in recordingsof such sonesis particularlyproblematic, for many of the songs illustratewhat would seem to be a curious
indifferenceto finality,concluding, for example, on the subdominant or the
flat-seventhchord (VII).46Significantly,though, within this minority that do
not end on the presumed "tonic," a majorityconclude on what might otherwise be heardas the dominant. Such finalcadencesareparticularlycommon in
the midcenturysongs of ArsenioRodriguez, arguablythe most influentialand
seminalcomposer and bandleaderof the period, who is often regardedas the
grandfatherof salsa.47In severalcases,the cadencesconclude chordalostinatos
45. An exampleof the formeris the son "iD6nde estabasanoche?"(1920s?), and of the latter
is Arsenio Rodriguez's "No me liores"(1949).
46. Familiarsonesending on the subdominantinclude the Septeto Nacional's recordingsof
"BururuBarara,""Suavecito,"and "Echalesalsita"on SonerosMayores,
EGREM PRD 067 (n.d.).
47. For example, "Yo no enganiolas nenas," "Aprurrumeme
mujeres,"and "Sandunguera."
I am especially indebted to ethnomusicologist David Garcia, whose thorough analyses of
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Example 9 Arsenio Rodriguez, "Dame un cachito,"ostinato and conclusion
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that are themselvesinherentlyambiguous. Example9, for instance,shows the
finalrenderingof the C-G-C-D ostinato and refrain(coro),repeatednumerous times previously,of the 1946 song "Dame un cachito pa' huele." Even if
we were to ignore the final cadence on D, the tonicity of this ostinato is quite
ambiguous. Although hearing G as the tonic fits the chords into a familiar
I-IV-V scheme, anyone familiarwith Latin or even rock harmonycould easily
hear D as the tonic, with C and G functioning as VII and IV, respectively.
(The bulk of the song itself, consisting mostly of the same ostinato, provides
no furtherclue.) I would argue, then, that as in the severalcases cited above,
the ostinato oscillates between two tonal centers, neither of which is foregrounded at the expense of the other. Moreover, there is every reason to
assume that Rodriguez, in composing such songs, was inspiredby a sense of
tonality shaped by the puntosandguajiras so prominent in Cuban music culture and especiallyprevalentin the countrysidewhere he spent his youth.
Severalother songs of Rodriguez reflect a similartonal ambiguityin their
internalchord progressions.Particularlyconspicuous are songs that, after establishing a relativelyclear I-IV-V tonality, abruptly shift to the V chord,
which becomes the tonic of an extended, harmonicallystatic "vamp"; the
songs then either conclude on this chord or proceed back to the original
tonic.48In severalcases (e.g., "Tocoloro" and "No vuelvo a Mor6n"), the
sense of tonicity is utterly ambiguous. Implicit in these and other songs is a
sort of slipperyand unstabletonicity,which Rodriguez freelyexploited, lending an idiosyncraticrichnessto an otherwise quite limited chordalvocabulary.
(Songs from his subsequentyearswere more informed by jazz harmony and
containedfewer such tonal enigmas.)

Conclusions
The distinctivetonicity of the music genres discussedhere, which evolved on
the geographicaland chronologicalmarginsof common-practicetonality,presents unique challengesto interpretation.In some respectsthe tonicity is even
Rodriguez'ssongs indicatesuch features(in "ArsenioRodriguez:A BlackCuban Musicianin the
Dance Music Milieusof Havana,New YorkCity,and Los Angeles" [Ph.D. diss., GraduateCenter
of the City Universityof New York,forthcoming]).
48. For example,"Sacandocandela,""<Quienserfami amor?"and "Kila,Kike,y Chocolate."
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more resistantto Westernmusicologicalanalysisthan is the Andalusiantonality of flamenco. For example, in the latter'sfamiliarAm-G-F-E progression,
we can without much equivocationdescribeE as "tonic" (I), A minor as "iv,"
and perhapseven F as a "dominant"(in the sense that it seeks resolution to
the tonic). By contrast,the pendularharmony of the punto and the keyboard
fandangooffersno such functionalpolaritiesand has inspireda corresponding
varietyof interpretations.Ramon y Rivera,as suggested above, adopts a somewhat hybrid interpretiveapproach to the galer6n, regarding it as having a
modal (specifically,Mixolydian)melody and a tonal chordal accompaniment
with a "tonic-subdominant-dominant"configuration.Such an approach,although logical in some respects,is problematicin its assertionthat the melody
and harmonieshave differenttonic pitches.
A similarapproachwould be to regardsuch genres, despite the Mixolydian
melodic tendencies, as essentially based in a tonic-subdominant-dominant
(I-IV-V) harmonic system, with a somewhat unusuallystrong dominant V,
upon which chord the song ends in accordancewith an atavisticmannerism.
An advocateof this approachmight argue that the finalisof such a song may
not be structurallysignificant;indeed, I myself must confess to a feeling of
slight absurdity,while preparingthis essay,in scouring recording collections
often to listen only to the conclusions of songs. Collectively,however, the
endings cannot be dismissedas insignificant,and cadenceson the "dominant"
are even more structuralwhen they recur throughout the song, as in the
punto libre.
An alternativeapproachwould be to assert a strictlymodal basis of both
melody and harmony, unambiguously equating finalis and tonic. Thus, a
C-F-G ostinatowould be interpretednot as I-IV-V, but as IV-VII-I, as is indeed its function in popular songs like the Rolling Stones' "Jumpin' Jack
Flash" and the more recent hit "My Heart Goes Boom."49Again speaking
subjectively,in listeningto Cubanpunto I do not have difficultyhearingthe C
and F chords as progressingtoward and concluding on the stable, cadential,
quasi-"tonic"G. And yet, I believe we would be mistakenin elevating that
chord as an unambiguous tonic and demoting the C chord to the status of a
mere subdominant.Rather,I would argue that these harmonicostinatos, like
those in the courtly fandangos,representa pendularoscillationbetween two
chords, each with its own sort of stasisand predominance,which may varyin
accordancewith momentary melodic or rhythmic contexts. Thus, while the
Westernterms tonic and dominant may be applied,albeit idiosyncratically,
to
flamenco harmony,they simply cannot be used here without distorting the
balancebetween these two chords.
In recent decades, scholarshave shown interest in aspects of nineteenthcentury musicalpracticethat present "alternativesto monotonality."Particu49. "My Heart Goes Boom" is by the FrenchAffair(a song called to my attention by Liliana
Manuel).
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larly relevant here are the "double tonic complexes" said to be operant in
pieces by Wagnerand a few contemporaries,which begin and end in different
But the form
keys or, less often, suggest two distinct tonics simultaneously.50
of double tonicity describedin this articlebearsat most a superficialaffinityto
that of the nineteenth century.The latterreflectedthe incipientdissolutionof
common-practiceharmony at the hands of erudite and chromaticallyinclined
composers.In contrast,the phenomenon describedhere is better seen as a set
of vernacular,guitar-derivedconventions, consisting of simple chordal ostinatos, that emerged in the formativeperiod of tonality and subsequentlyfollowed relatively independent trajectories. These conventions enjoyed a
prolonged life in various Latin American folk genres, as well as a marginal
presenceas a folk import in SpanishBaroque art music;they were a harmonic
featureof mid-twentieth-centuryCubanpopularmusic and, finally,provideda
modernist"alternativeto monotonality"in the music ofAmadeo Roldan.
As I have argued,reconstructingthe historicalevolution of this traditionis
difficult, due to the lack of documentation, and to the existence of parallel
European,Moorish, and perhapseven Africanmodal traditionsthat appearto
have contributed,in their own ways, to the emergence of chordalconventions
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.51The Phrygian-type double
tonicity found in the keyboardfandango and in LatinAmerican"minor"-key
counterpartslike the joropowould seem to bearan evolutionaryrelationshipto
Andalusianharmony,which emerged as a synthesisof Moorish modality and
guitar-based chordal practices. Latin American genres using "major" or
Mixolydian-typeostinato patternscould in some respectsbe seen as variantsof
this tonality,especiallywhen appearingin otherwise identicalor pairedgenres
such as Cubanpunto subvarieties,or in the fraternaljoropoandgaleron.At the
same time, these very affinitiesas well as historicalreferencessuggest that both
"minor"/Phrygian and "major"/Mixolydianchordal conventions may have
emerged in tandem in colonial Mexico as creole-, guitar-, or vihuela-based
practices,synthesizingSpanish(includingAndalusian)and Afro-Latinmusical
sensibilities.Of these conventions, the "minor"/Phrygianpatternswere compatible with and thus easilyabsorbedinto Andalusiantonality,which continues to prevailin much southern Spanishmusic. Ultimately,we may be able to
conclude little more than that the dual-tonic phenomenon emerged as some
50. Robert Bailey,"Das Lied von der Erde:Tonal Language and FormalDesign" (paperpresented at the Forty-fourth Annual Meeting of the American Musicological Society, October
1978); Robert Bailey, ed., Richard Wagner:Prelude and Tranffigurationfrom "Tristanund
Isolde,"Norton Critical Score (New York:Norton, 1985), 113-46; William Kinderman and
Harald Krebs, eds., The SecondPractice of Nineteenth-CenturyTonality(Lincoln and London:
Universityof NebraskaPress, 1996); and ChristopherLewis, "Mirrorsand Metaphors:Reflections on Schoenberg and Nineteenth-CenturyTonality,"19th-CenturyMusic 11 (1987): 26-42.
I have deliberatelyavoided the term doubletonic in this articlein order to avoid confusion with
this sort of harmonicpractice.
51. Van der Merwe discussesaspectsof Africanmodal influence in the Americas(Origins of
thePopularStyle,131-45).
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sort of conjuncture between Moorish modality, Andalusian Phrygian-type
modal harmony, and forms of bitonicity present in Afro-Latin,Renaissance,
and perhapsAfricanmusics.
If the historicaloutlines may remainunclear,what neverthelessemerged is
a remarkablyconsistent set of chordalconventions spanningseveralcenturies,
two continents, and both popular and classicalspheresof music. Collectively,
they illustratethat if there is a gringo way of ending "Guantanamera,"there is
also a gringo way of hearingit, and of analyzingit. Music analysisshould cohere with the perceptualhabitsof listenersexperiencedin a style system.In the
idiom describedin this article,simple and familiar-lookingchordalvocabularies operatein a form of tonalityquite distinctfrom common practice,with its
relativelyunambiguous sense of tonicity. Alternativesto such monotonality
have thus flourishednot only in the realmof rarefiedlate Romanticart music,
but also in the vernacularmarginsof the Westernmainstream.
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Abstract
This essay explores the sense of dual tonicity evident in a set of interrelated
Spanishand LatinAmericanmusic genres. These genres include seventeenthcentury Spanishkeyboardand vihuela fandangos, and diversefolk genres of
the Hispanic Caribbean Basin, including the Venezuelan galeron and the
Cuban punto, zapateo,and guajira. Songs in these genres oscillate between
apparent"tonic" and "dominant" chords, yet conclude on the latter chord
and bear internalfeaturesthat render such terminology inapplicable.Rather,
such ostinatos should be understood as oscillatingin a pendularfashion between two tonal centers of relativelyequal stability.The ambiguous tonicity is
related to the Moorish-influenced modal harmony of flamenco and Andalusianfolk music;it can also be seen to have informedthe modern Cuban son
and the music of twentieth-centuryCuban composerAmadeo Roldan.
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